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About This Game

Embark on a journey no one has taken before! Your quest begins at the foot of The Great Pyramid of Giza and continues
through the Egyptian sands to the mysterious Hanging Gardens of Babylon. Travel through the enchanting Mediterranean islands
to the glory of ancient Greece as your voyage continues. If you’re successful, you will behold the amazing Seven Wonders of the

World. Let the journey begin!

Key Game Features:
•Supply building stones to your workers by matching three same-colored runes
•Time is limited! If you don’t make enough progress, your workers will strike

•49 original levels as you journey through the 7 Wonders of the Ancient World
•Earn exciting power ups that will aid in your journey
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Ok it's the old get three or more that match to clear the tiles, good relaxing fun for me I enjoy it and have many if not all the
previous titles.. Stay on mobile.. Not a bad game just not on par with previous releases from the same publisher. Subpar
graphics, no power-ups, no rotation of tables, no mini games. Not recommended for the price.. THe name of this game should
be "No more moves". While there are bonuses on map that you get by conecting 4 and more gems, there is nothing you can do
when you feel stuck, exept get the "no more moves" and get a reshufle - you can't do it manually. Also, the game doesn't alow to
move gems, while other gems are moving.
Other than that the game is great. The workers are interesting and it looks good. Buy the whole package on sale and you'll get a
great deal.. Ok it's the old get three or more that match to clear the tiles, good relaxing fun for me I enjoy it and have many if
not all the previous titles.. Well, it's a "match-3" as they were made a decade ago. Graphics are crude\/cheap when compared to
today's standards. Still the genre may appeal to some players, like it does to me.
As the title says, the goal is to contruct wonders by retrieving stones from background you have to break. There are 7 wonders
and each wonder has 7 levels. Each level must be cleared. At wonder 4 or 5, some background tile are doubled. As bonus
blocks, it is the usual : 4 block align, 5 block align and every 4 bonus used, another bonus appears, this one destroying several
tiles+backgound at random.
That's the extend of this game, which I finished in two hours. Once done, you can do a rerun, but with (unselectable) harder
difficulty.
Oh, and expect a lot of "no more move" in this one. Thankfully, it's not at your expense as it redraws the screen freely when that
happens. On a playability note, once you move a tile, you can't move any other until the screen has settled. That means that all
raws cleared because of your move must happen and you cannot do anything until it's done.

I rank this as a difficult one, mainly because of the few varied bonuses. Some tiles are really hard to reach.

Last, I installed this on Win7 and it ran without problem. Although, mind the resized screen for any other app that may run in
the background :)
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I really enjoyed 7 Wonders of the Ancient World. I rarely play Match-3 games but somehow the setting of this one really makes
wonders ;) Sure, there are better games, with more replayability and better mechanics, but if you are looking for something
simply to enjoy yourself - this game is perfect. Also, it works fine on moderns systems.. I was unsure whether to recommend
this or not, but I did.

First of all, this game has aged exactly as you would expect it to. It is a simple match-3 from the early 2000s, so no fancy
powerups or amazing graphics. I beat it in a couple of hours. I got it in a bundle for a few cents, so it was definitely worth the
money I put in to it.

Overall, it was pretty standard. 49 levels to get all of the 7 Wonders. I enjoyed getting to see them all built.

Would I replay it? Probably not. But it was still fun.. it nice and the music is great

but its boring after some time because its like doing the same without twists. one of the last levels on the higher difficulty proves
to be almost pure luck, and got annoying trying to complete it. Other than that, the game was pretty simple but fun. Worth 50
cents when on offer.. Loved the game in the past, but sadly it no longer works on Win 10. I've tried all sorts of compatibility
settings, but nothing worked.. Not a bad game just not on par with previous releases from the same publisher. Subpar graphics,
no power-ups, no rotation of tables, no mini games. Not recommended for the price.. Loved the game in the past, but sadly it no
longer works on Win 10. I've tried all sorts of compatibility settings, but nothing worked.. This game is your typical "Match 3"
game. It has an interesting gimmick of having to get certain stone blocks to the bottom of the maps to build the "Wonder of the
World" in question. It was fairly fun for the first 2 hours, in which I flew through the first 6 worlds. However, I spent over 3
hours on the frustrating final world.

To put this into perspective, each world, or Wonder, is 7 levels long and each level can take about 3-7 minutes to complete
depending on difficulty and design. For the most part, you can get through most levels on your first try as long as you keep your
eyes open for good opportunities. But Wonder 7 is where the game gets CHEAP. I mean freemium money crunchers levels of
CHEAP. Literally, I spent over 45 minutes retrying and failing on one level and I honestly only beat with pure luck of where
pieces fell.

For 7 bucks, I cannot recommend this game. The later parts are simply too frustrating and teeth grinding. If you see it on sale
for like $1-3, then maybe get it. But the sequels seem to be much more balanced at similar price ranges, so go for those.. Where
to start.

This is a puzzle game, with the added story mechanic of finishing levels in order to 'build' the seven wonders of the ancient
world. Thus the title.

How this is achieved is by playing your typical gem-switching puzzle (Not sure what I mean? Replace 'Gem' with 'Candy' - that
help at all?) - when you switch gems into appropriate groups of three or more, they disintegrate, and the gems above it fall into
place. The 'background' of each gem is smashed, and the pieces fall to the bottom of the screen as bricks, which are picked up
by tiny minions, who cart them off - supposedly to create the various parts of each Wonder. The premise of each level is to
smash all of the bricks, by disintegrating gems on every square on the grid.

Et cetera et cetera. There are other mechanics, but none which really make this anything other than a puzzle game similar to
many many other puzzle games. It's definitely good fun for a time, but not £5-worth of fun.

As usual - if you can grab it in a sale or a bundle, definitely go for it. You'll be entertained for a while, but when better
alternatives spring up regularly on mobiles and tablets for 99p - it kind of makes this seem stuck in the stone age.

As always - a video accompanies my review.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vDuSdZQmYQY. Great Game, fun to play and a great way to relax.
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